
Hotel Tennis Program

Private Tennis Instruction

For all ages and levels

Private Lesson (one-to-one) 

Take time to work on improving the weak areas of your tennis game. Private tennis instruction provides
detailed one on one instruction with you and a professional tennis instructor.

Whether you need tips on improving your serve, backhand, forehand or keeping those groundstrokes
inside the line, a private tennis lesson is the perfect solution. 

Semi-Private Lesson (two-to-one) 

This  is  a  shared lesson with  a  player  of  the same ability  level.  The lesson  can  be  designed and
structured around either singles or doubles play.

With two participants, they can really challenge each other with offensive and defensive singles strategy
drill, or players can also work as a pair for doubles with specific topics covering doubles play. 

Group Tennis Instruction

For all ages and levels

Fundamental stroke production clinic 

The fundamentals stroke production clinic is ideal for  players (at  any level)  whose main goal is  to
solidify and develop variety in their basic strokes.

Beginners learn the fundamentals of effective stroke production and movements while intermediates to
advance players work on specialty shots mixed in with more depth and direction, more spin and more variety for
advanced rallying skills. 

Junior Tennis Program

For age 5 to 17, all levels

Spin Tennis Junior Program offer a complete and progressive tennis course adapted to kids of all levels.
Tennis classes are offered daily, with flexible schedules to meet everyone’s needs and level of commitment. It is
based on our Spin Tennis Academy, who has been running and successfully developed players since 2014.

Our extensive Junior Program is session-based and designed for beginner to intermediate players.

-   Red    &  Orange  classes are designed for children aged 10 and under

-  Green  &  Yellow   classes are designed for players aged  11 until 17

Spin  Tennis  coaching  staff  uses  an  engaging  and  dynamic  class  format  to  develop  the  players’
techniques, strokes and to build an athletic foundation for tennis and other sports.


